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NHDS and CXR announce a strategic partnership to deliver end-toend remote monitoring solutions in France.
New Hampshire Digital Services has entered into a strategic partnership with CXR Anderson Jacobson
(France) to offer a range of end-to-end remote monitoring and host software solutions to the French
marketplace. The partnership complements CXR’s current products in the field of ‘Transmission and
Network Access solutions’ with the NHDS ‘Messenger’ range of products, designed to give
operational visibility to remote and often mission critical assets. In return NHDS will benefit from the
cutting edge technology developed by CXR and its associate companies within Microtel International
Inc. NHDS and CXR have worked together for over 10 years bringing together their design and
development expertise in the communications sector. A clearly visible example of the long-standing
relationship was the joint development and production of sign drivers for the Variable Message Signs,
currently being installed throughout Britain’s motorway network.

About Messenger
The product range, developed on an open platform, provides users with a low cost entry-level product
that can easily be expanded to address more sophisticated and bespoke, future requirements.
Functionality allows digital and analogue inputs to be monitored and reported in real time to a host PC,
mobile phone or (through integration) to an existing enterprise or SCADA system. Messengers
communicate using the GSM data networks and are powered by either mains supply or NHDS’s unique
integral lithium battery pack, to deliver 10 years of maintenance free operation. A meter reading/pulse
counting function can be added along with an interface to other equipment via a serial port.
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About CXR
Formed in 1974 as a fully owned subsidiary of Anderson Jacobson Inc., now Microtel International
Inc., CXR is a leading European manufacturer and supplier of Transmission and Network Access
products to be used in a wide spectrum of applications. Product portfolio includes analogue, ISDN,
DSL and fiber optic modems, CSU/DSU, terminal and remote access servers and a full range of access
and concentration routers. CXR products are marketed in France and in the EMEA zone via a network
of value added distributors/resellers and in the USA, via it’s sister company CXR-Telecom
About NHDS
Formed in 1991 New Hampshire Digital Services are an application based engineering company
providing design and development expertise in the communications sector. Originally formed to take
advantage of the emerging public domain mobile data networks (Mobitext, Paknet, Infotac), the
product range has evolved to utilise GSM, GPRS and GPS technology. In 1995 this expertise was
called upon by the regional Electric Companies to provide a solution to monitor power outage and
distribution faults on high voltage power lines in remote areas
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